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1. Ucsd Print Media Publication

2. Joyous Adjective

3. Violent Verb

4. Constitutional Right

5. Adult-Sounding Adjective

6. Mafia Term For Kill

7. Antonym To Lengthy

8. Number That Sounds Pretty Democratic

9. Chargers’ Score Last Night

10. Percentage

11. Silly Synonym For Money

12. Local Restaurant, Preferably Denny’S

13. Ucsd Bookstore

14. Name Of Rich Alumnus Like That Gopro Guy

15. Arbitrary Bodily Orifice

16. Website Generally Used By Twelve-Year-Olds

17. Ucsd Publication That No Longer Has Funding

18. Made Up Email Address

19. Date That Was At Least Three Days Ago

20. Obnoxious Salutation

21. Phone Number Starting With 555
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Dear, UCSD Print Media Publication

We are joyous adjective to inform you that your publication has been violent verb -ed. Although we

value your constitutional right , we feel that we are making the adult-sounding adjective decision.

We by no means intend to mafia term for kill your publication, and this decision was made after a

antonym to lengthy debate. In the name of transparency, we'd like to share with you the exact vote count.

The measure passed number that sounds pretty democratic to Chargers score last night .

We are doing percentage of what we can to help you find alternative sources of silly synonym for 

money . In the meantime, other funding sources include: local restaurant, preferably Dennys , UCSD 

Bookstore , Name of rich alumnus like that GoPro guy , or pulling money out of your arbitrary bodily orifice . Or,

look into other publishing mediums, such as website generally used by twelve-year-olds .

To learn more, you can find our official vote and statement in UCSD publication that no longer has funding . If you

have questions or concerns about this decision, please report them to made up email address by date 

that was at least three days ago . Your feedback is ______ to us; every student's opinions are _______ to us.

obnoxious salutation , Associated Students

Contact Us at: phone number starting with 555
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